<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spanish 370 and Spanish 370A Students will be able to</th>
<th>Specific assessment measure for outcome:</th>
<th>Program Outcomes Addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Engage in conversations, provide and obtain information, and produce texts relating to specific topics in the Hispanic cultural, historical, and/or literary tradition | • Quizzes  
• Presentations both individually and in small groups  
• Research paper and/or final project | 2 a-b, 3 a-b |
| Demonstrate introductory historical, critical, and interpretive understanding of specific cultural topics in Hispanic Studies | • Quizzes  
• Presentations  
• Exams  
• Research paper and/or final project | 2a-b, 4b |
| Demonstrate understanding of the significance of particular periods and issues in Hispanic cultural history, and how these issues relate to world-wide questions | • Exams | 3a-b, 4b |
| Demonstrate how different disciplinary approaches to cultural questions affect critical and interpretive understanding | • Exams  
• Research paper and/or final project | 2 a-b |